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AP Computer Science Principles introduces students to the creative aspects of programming,            
abstractions, algorithms, large data sets, the Internet, cybersecurity concerns, and the social            
consequences of evolving technologies. In this project-driven curriculum, students use current           
technologies to build websites, simple games, web applications, data analysis tools, and other digital              
artifacts, exploring computer science as a vehicle for both self-expression and problem solving. A project               
portfolio, regular quizzes, and multiple-choice practice tests prepare students for the AP Computer             
Science Principles Performance Tasks and exam. Students will be expected to consistently participate in              
classroom activities and discussions, and must be prepared to manage their time effectively and seek out                
teacher assistance in accordance with college-level expectations. Please contact Mr. Gregory with any             
further questions. 
 
AP English Language and Composition provides students the experience of an introductory-level            
college composition and rhetoric course, emphasizing the modes of non-fiction writing that form the basis               
of civic, professional, and academic communication. Students build skills in composition, analysis, and             
argumentation through projects in independent and collaborative writing and revision, class-wide           
discussion, and lecture. In addition to classroom assignments and out-of-class projects, students are             
responsible for extensive reading of American non-fiction texts in genres such as long-form essay,              
journalism, and memoir. Practice in timed writing exercises and multiple-choice rhetorical analysis            
questions prepares students for the AP Language and Composition exam. Students will be expected to               
consistently participate in classroom activities and discussions, and must be prepared to manage their              
time effectively and seek out teacher assistance in accordance with college-level expectations. Please             
contact Mr. Gregory with any further questions. 
 
AP Literature and Composition provides students the experience of an introductory college-level literary             
analysis course. Students will engage in close textual reading of various complex works of fiction and                
poetry across many genres, periods, and cultures, with the purpose of examining how a writer's literary                
choices within specific social and historical contexts effect both meaning and enjoyment. Students will be               
required to complete nightly reading and writing homework to prepare for small group work, teacher led                
discussion and/or class seminars. Practice in course specific timed writings, as well as multiple choice               
strategies for various literary analysis questions, will be taught and heavily practiced in preparation for the                
AP Literature and Composition exam. Processed essays and projects will also be assigned. Students are               
expected to consistently participate in class activities and discussions and must be prepared to manage               
their time effectively and seek out teacher assistance in accordance with college-level expectations.             
Please contact Ms. Chidwick with further questions. 
 
AP Environmental Science (APES) is the equivalent of a one-semester, introductory college level             
course in Environmental Science. Environmental Science is a content heavy, interdisciplinary curriculum            
that incorporates concepts from: Biology, Business, Sociology, English, Chemistry, Physics, Ecology,           
History, Geography, and many other subject areas. The content is taught through a combination of               
teacher led lecture, small group work, independent work, and class discussions. Students are             
responsible for unit long homework that requires heavy reading and organization of the information              
covered. Course specific writing strategies will be taught and practiced both in class and independently.               
Students in AP Environmental Science should know how to manage their time, regularly participate, and               
be willing to ask questions.  Please contact Mrs. Malach with any further questions. 
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AP Psychology introduces students to the systematic and scientific study of human behavior and mental               
processes. While considering the psychologists and studies that have shaped the field, students explore              
and apply psychological theories, key concepts, and phenomena associated with such topics as the              
biological bases of behavior, sensation and perception, learning and cognition, motivation, developmental            
psychology, testing and individual differences, treatment of abnormal behavior, and social psychology.            
Through the course, students employ psychological research methods, including ethical considerations,           
as they use the scientific method, analyze bias, evaluate claims and evidence, and effectively              
communicate ideas. Students must be able to manage large amounts of vocabulary, write analytically,              
and complete multiple large projects, as well as multiple choice and essay assessments. 
 
AP Chemistry is a course intended for students who have already completed a year of study in                 
chemistry. It encompasses two semesters of college chemistry, and as a result the class moves at an                 
accelerated pace. To keep up with the material, students will often need to complete assigned readings                
outside of class and to be proactive about seeking help at tutorial hours. Students in AP Chemistry should                  
expect regularly assigned problem sets, formal written lab reports following lab exercises, and unit              
assessments aligned to the content, style, and grading standards of the AP Chemistry exam.  
 
AP Calculus A/B 
At virtually any college in the United States, Calculus 1 and 2 are four credit-hour classes, often with                  
students attending class four days a week. Not only does AP Calculus present college-level math, but it                 
also operates at a college-level pace. In class, students are expected to handle a range of problems                 
(from easy to difficult) after seeing just a few simple examples. Homework is assigned daily and due the                  
next day with late homework automatically receiving a zero. Students are given problems in class, and                
assigned homework, and are given tests with this pace in mind. In class, students must understand and                 
comprehend problems often with two or three steps performed between what is written on the board. 
 
AP Calculus B/C 
The above is true of Calculus BC as well. If Calculus BC were taught at the slower pace of Calculus AB,                     
Calculus BC would cover about six-weeks more material than Calculus AB. However, Calculus BC only               
has the same amount of time as Calculus AB. Thus, Calculus BC goes at an even faster pace than                   
Calculus AB, and students are expected to comprehend even faster. For instance, in Calculus BC, the                
easy version is often skipped in the introduction of a topic, and students are expected to do trickier                  
versions of a problem after seeing a moderately difficult example. 
 
AP European History is a content specific course designed to address a unique set of historical thinking                 
skills. The content and skill set of the course is taught through a combination of small group work,                  
teacher led lecture, and class seminars or discussion. Students are responsible for unit long homework               
that requires heavy reading and organization of information learned. Course specific writing strategies             
will be taught in class and practiced independently. Students in AP European History will be required to                 
participate regularly, should take initiative to ask questions, and should know how to manage their time.                
Please contact Ms. Doyle with any further questions. 
 
AP United States History is a comprehensive American History survey-level course. It begins with the               
origins of humankind in the Americas and concludes with the present. The development of political,               
economic, social, geographic and intellectual changes are at the core of the class. Coursework involves               
high-level reading of primary and secondary sources. Analysis and critical thinking skills are used daily.               
Readings and class discussions allow students to consider not just the “who, where, and when of history,                 
but also the “why and to what effect?” Students will use and develop writing skills utilizing the analysis of                   
historical information and data. This is a fast-paced and intellectually intensive course that requires focus               
and follow-through.  
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AP Statistics lends itself naturally to a mode of teaching that engages students in constructing their own                 
knowledge. For example, students working individually or in small groups, plan and perform data              
collection and analyses where the teacher serves in the role of a consultant, rather than a director. This                  
approach gives students ample opportunity to think through problems, make decisions and share             
questions and conclusions with other students as well as with the teacher. Important components of the                
course include the use of technology, projects and laboratories, cooperative group problem-solving,            
reading and writing, as a part of concept-oriented instruction and assessment.  
 
AP Studio Art Drawing consists of a portfolio exam that corresponds to college foundation courses.               
Portfolios allow flexibility of coursework while guiding students to produce college-level quality, artistic             
investigation, and breadth of work. The portfolio requires three sections of work. The sections include               
breadth, or range of approaches, section illustrating a range of ideas and approaches to art making.                
Concentration, or a sustained investigation, section showing sustained, deep, and multi-perspective           
investigation of a student-selected topic. Lastly, quality, or selected Works, section representing the             
student’s most successful works with respect to form and content. Students will complete 24 works of art                 
for these sections throughout the year, six works per quarter.  
The drawing portfolio addresses issues such as line quality, light and shade, rendering of form,               
composition, surface manipulation, the illusion of depth, and mark-making. Students must be very             
comfortable with observational drawing, perspective, and shading. Students must also be extremely            
motivated, good with time management, and creative.  
 
AP Studio Art 2D Design consists of a portfolio exam that corresponds to college foundation courses.                
Portfolios allow flexibility of coursework while guiding students to produce college-level quality, artistic             
investigation, and breadth of work. The portfolio requires three sections of work. The sections include               
breadth, or range of approaches, section illustrating a range of ideas and approaches to art making.                
Concentration, or a sustained investigation, section showing sustained, deep, and multi-perspective           
investigation of a student-selected topic. Lastly, quality, or selected Works, section representing the             
student’s most successful works with respect to form and content. Students will complete 24 works of art                 
for these sections throughout the year, six works per quarter.  
The 2-D portfolio addresses compositional choices, the use of elements and principles in works of art. For                 
this portfolio, students are asked to demonstrate mastery of 2-D design through any two-dimensional              
medium or process, including, but not limited to, graphic design, digital imaging, photography, collage,              
fabric design, weaving, fashion design, fashion illustration, painting and printmaking. Students must also             
be extremely motivated, good with time management, and creative.  
 
AP Studio Art 3-D Design consists of a portfolio exam that corresponds to college foundation courses.                
Portfolios allow flexibility of coursework while guiding students to produce college-level quality, artistic             
investigation, and breadth of work. The portfolio requires three sections of work. The sections include               
breadth, or range of approaches, section illustrating a range of ideas and approaches to art making.                
Concentration, or a sustained investigation, section showing sustained, deep, and multi-perspective           
investigation of a student-selected topic. Lastly, quality, or selected Works, section representing the             
student’s most successful works with respect to form and content. Students will complete 24 works of art                 
for these sections throughout the year, six works per quarter.  
The 3-D portfolio addresses compositional choices, design, and the use of various three-dimensional             
media. For this portfolio, students are asked to demonstrate mastery of 3-D design through any three                
medium or process, including, but not limited to, figurative or non-figurative sculpture, architectural             
models, metal work, ceramics, glass work, installation, assemblage and 3-D fabric/fiber arts. There is no               
preferred (or unacceptable) style or content. Students must also be extremely motivated, good with time               
management, and creative. 
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